Objectives. To identify the sensitive biomarker to predict the effectiveness of Xue-Fu-Zhu-Yu capsules (XFZYC). Methods. is nested case-control study included 5 patients with response to XFZYC in the treatment group, 5 patients with no response to XFZYC also in the treatment group, and 5 patients in the control group treated with placebo who participated in the previous RCT. e mRNAs, miRNAs, lncRNAs, and circRNAs were sequenced by next-generation sequencing and differential-expressed (DE) RNAs were identified if p value ≤ 0.05 and fold change ≥2, bioinformatics analysis was conducted in terms of function annotations and signaling pathways, and then sensitive biomarker was analyzed based on real-time PCR. Results. e distributions of clinical characteristics between the selected participants from treatment group and placebo group were well balanced. A total of 1156 DE RNAs, 388 miRNAs, 1954 lncRNAs, and 560 circRNAs were identified, which was associated the mechanism of XFZYC and composed the targeted potential biomarkers for further real-time PCR. e DE RNAs were enriched in KEGG pathways pertaining to pathogenesis of Qi Stagnation and Blood Stasis-(QS & BS-) & associated diseases such as coronary heart disease and digestive diseases. e expression level of FZD8 was significantly higher in response patients than that in nonresponse patients (p � 0.041) and circRNA_13799 significantly lower in response patients than that in nonresponse patients (p � 0.040) based on real-time PCR. Patients with higher expression level of FZD8 with 75% stratification have significantly higher reduction in the questionnaire score (p � 0.010), and the area under the curve (AUC) was 0.765 (95%CI = 0.593-0.936; p � 0.014). Conclusions. FZD8 might perform the sensitive biomarker for predicting the effectiveness of XFZYC. However, further prospective cohort study was warranted to confirm the exact specificity and sensitivity of this biomarker.
Introduction
Within the framework of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) theory, TCM practitioners always prescribe the herbal formula or acupuncture therapy according to the differentiation of TCM Zheng [1] . Hence, the diagnosis criteria of a sort of specific Zheng were often included in the inclusion criteria for a randomized clinical trial (RCT) in terms of Research and Development (R&D) of TCM new drug, in order to target the population with that kind of Zheng. However, in one of our previous clinical trials to investigate the effects of Xue-Fu-Zhu-Yu capsules (XFZYC), a kind of herbal medicine approved by the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA), for patients with Qi Stagnation and Blood Stasis (QS&BS), a sort of typical Zheng, where QS&BS diagnosis criteria has been used for participants inclusion, the data of primary outcome in the XFZYC group failed to be within normality and the scatter diagram demonstrated that certain participants receiving XFZYC showed response in effectiveness while some participants indicated nonresponse. is abnormal distribution directly affected the statistical inference of the data and the interpretation of the results of the clinical trial, which might lead to the negative conclusion of the trial.
One of the reasons why there existed both response and nonresponse participants in the treatment group was that the QS&BS diagnosis criteria currently used in the trial was not adequate enough to target the exact population of only response patients. It has been reported that herbal medicine featured multicomponents and corresponding multitargets to perform the healing function [2] , and a network pharmacology study of XFZYC for QS&BS predicted that there were 6 targets mostly possible for the merged network and target fishing [3] . Hence, we hypothesize that some patients with QS&BS are sensitive to the targets of XFZYC while others even with the same Zheng diagnosed by QS&BS criteria are insensitive to those targets, which might be the profound mechanism of the phenomenon of both response and nonresponse. Sensitive biomarker is just a sort of physiological substance in human body that when present in abnormal amounts in the serum may indicate the presence of disease or predict to what extent patients could respond to the therapy [4] . erefore, to find the sensitive biomarker having the capacity to predict the effectiveness of XFZYC is crucial to narrow the scope of targeted population to the exact response population in the clinical trial.
e genetic profile of an individual provides information on what could theoretically happen in the body, while protein expression profiles are representative of the processes that are active in the body at the time-point of determination [5] . Of note, ribonucleic acid (RNA) builds the connection between deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and proteins, which features the interaction of genotype and environment. Among the different types of RNAs, messenger RNAs (mRNAs) are transcripts of DNA and the information they carry is transferred by their translation into proteins [6] . Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a class of non-protein-coding RNAs of >200 nucleotides in length, and they are known to have roles in controlling chromatin structure, transcriptional regulation, and posttranscriptional processing [7, 8] . Furthermore, circular RNAs (circRNAs), which have drawn an increasing amount of attention recently, are a type of noncanonical form of alternative splicing and are more stable than linear RNAs [9, 10] . erefore, the objective of this study was to identify the sensitive biomarker to predict the effectiveness of XFZYC by nested case-control design through transcriptome next-generation sequencing and real-time PCR in terms of RNAs.
Materials and Methods

Patients and Samples for RNA Sequencing.
e protocol of the present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Guang'anmen Hospital (Beijing, China). In our previous RCT, eligible participants fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for QS&BS pattern whose specificity and sensitivity of diagnosis are 81.91% and 80.35%, respectively [11] ; the intervention group was treated with XFZYC, and the control group was placebo with 6 capsules of XFZYC or placebo 2 times daily and the duration was 7 weeks; the primary outcome was the change in the patient-reported QS&BS pattern questionnaire score from baseline to the end of the 7-week intervention.
is questionnaire is a well-validated, multidimensional measurement of overall severity of QS&BS pattern [12] . e protocol of this previous trial was registered at the ClinicalTrials.gov (ID: NCT03091634).
is nested case-control study was designed and conducted based on the previous RCT. is study included 5 patients with response to XFZYC in the treatment group (response group), 5 patients with no response to XFZYC also in the treatment group (nonresponse group), and 5 patients in the control group treated with placebo (placebo group) who presented at Guang'anmen Hospital affiliated to the China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences (Beijing, China) between June 2017 to August 2018 and participated in our previous RCT. Response was identified with reduction in this questionnaire score of >30%, while nonresponse with <30%. Blood sample was collected in 5 participants with response to XFZYC before the treatment (group Case1_-before) and after the treatment (group Case1_after), 5 participants with no response to XFZYC before the treatment (group Case2_before), and 5 participants treated with placebo before the treatment (group Control_before) and after the treatment (group Control_after). From each of the patients, blood samples (3-4 ml) were collected in EDTAcontaining tubes. Informed consent was provided by all of the participants prior to the study.
RNA Isolation and Library Preparation.
RNA degradation and contamination were monitored on 1% agarose gels. RNA purity was confirmed using the Agencourt AMPure XP (cat. no. A63881; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). RNA integrity was evaluated using the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA).
e sample with RNA integrity number ≥7 was subjected to the subsequent analysis. e library was constructed using TruSeq-stranded total RNA with Ribo-Zero Gold (cat. no. 15021048; Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Sequencing of RNAs and DE RNA Analysis.
e library was sequenced on the Illumina sequencing platform HiSeqTM 2500, and 150 bp/125 bp paired-end reads were generated. Trimmomatic software (version 0.36) [13] was used to further filter the quality of the raw data generated from the sequencing to get the high-quality clean reads, then Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced Alignment of Transcripts (version 0.1.6-beta) [14] was used to align clean reads to the reference of human beings, Stringtie software (version 1.3.5) [15] was used to assemble the reads so that the transcript was spliced. e spliced transcription products of each sample were combined and screened as lncRNAs with Cuffmerge program in the Cufflinks software package (version 2.2.1). All transcripts that overlapped with known mRNAs, other noncoding RNA, and non-lncRNA were discarded. Next, the transcripts longer than 200 bp and >2 exons were obtained, and CPC (version 0.9-r2) [16] , PLEK (version 1.2) [17] , CNCI (version 1.0) [18] , and Pfam (version 30) [19] software packages were used to predict transcripts with coding potential. e characteristics (including length, type, and number of exons) of lncRNA were analyzed after screening by the Cuffcompare program [20] in the Cufflinks 2.2.1 software package. CircRNAs were identified using CIRI [21] and compared with the circBase [22] and with the database of CircAtlas 2.0 with species-focused integrated resource of Homo sapiens [23] .
e estimate size factors function in R package DESeq [24] was used to normalize the counts, and nbinom test in the package was used to calculate the p value as well as fold change for the difference comparison. e difference comparison was conducted between group Case1_before and Case1_after, between Control_before and Control_after, and between Case1_before and Case2_before, to get 3 sets of differential-expressed (DE) RNAs for further analysis of sensitive biomarker. DE RNAs were identified if p value ≤ 0.05 and fold change ≥2. e expression levels of the core RNAs in the regulatory network were confirmed by quantitative real-time PCR. Sensitive biomarker analysis was conducted to identify the RNA that could predict the effectiveness of XFZYC among patients diagnosed with QS&BS and to further validate the association between DE RNAs and response degree to XFZYC.
GO
Statistical Analysis.
e data regarding the clinical characteristics of the participants are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean, and the corresponding results were statistically analyzed using one-way analysis of variance.
e results of DE RNAs in the comparison of Case1_before vs Case1_after, Control_before vs Control_-after, and Case1_before vs Case2_before were analyzed by the algorithm of DESeq2 in R software [24] , and overlap DE RNAs between these three comparisons were identified by Venn's diagram [25] . 2 − ΔCt data generated from real-time PCR were used to compare the confirmed DE RNAs [26] .
e multiple regression analysis was used to determine the independent predictive factors for response of XFZYC. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve was used to analyze the predictive value of the biomarker. All statistical analyses were performed using R software, and p < 0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
Clinical Characteristics of Participants.
e distributions of clinical characteristics between the selected participants from treatment group and placebo group are listed in Table 1. e 2 groups were matched in terms of sex, age, race, Body-mass index, and severity of the pattern, and there were no significant differences in terms of self-reported coexisting illness and routine medication between the groups (p > 0.05). 
DE RNAs and eir
Functional Prediction and Merged Interactions of RNAs.
To further determine the possible functions of the DE RNAs and to investigate the association between these functions and underlying mechanisms in the biological networks, significant GO terms in the categories of biological process, cellular component, and molecular function are shown Figures 4-7 in terms of mRNA, miRNA, lncRNA, and Body mass index is the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters. § Severity of QS&BS pattern is assessed by the scores of the items in diagnostic criteria for QS&BS pattern. Scores range from 0 to 51, with higher scores indicating more severe pattern of diagnosis. circRNA, respectively, and enrichment analysis based on KEGG database is shown in Figure 8 (a) in terms of mRNA, miRNA, lncRNA, and circRNA, respectively. e DE RNAs were enriched in KEGG pathways such as glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism, glycine, serine and threonine metabolism, neomycin, kanamycin and gentamicin biosynthesis, lipoic acid metabolism, steroid biosynthesis, and one carbon pool by folate. e interaction analysis of DE RNAs is shown in Figure 8 (b) in terms of the merged network of lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA and in Figure 8 (c) in terms of the network of circRNA-miRNA-mRNA.
Real-Time PCR and Sensitive Biomarker Prediction.
To validate the association between DE RNAs and response to XFZYC, a set of 30 patients with both response and nonresponse was further analyzed by using quantitative realtime PCR. Consistently, we found the expression level of FZD8 was significantly higher in response patients than that in nonresponse patients (p � 0.041) and circRNA_13799 significantly lower in response patients than that in nonresponse patients (p � 0.040) as is shown in Table 2 , confirming that the higher expression of FZD8 and lower expression of circRNA_13799 are associated with a better response to XFZYC. Furthermore, analyzing the reduction in questionnaire score of these 30 patients after 50%, 75%, and 90% stratification by the level of FZD8 and circRNA_13799 revealed that only patients with higher expression level of FZD8 with 75% stratification have significantly higher reduction in questionnaire score (p � 0.010). Nevertheless, multiple regression analysis showed that only the level of FZD8 could be an independent predictive factor for response to XFZYC (p � 0.0003). To evaluate this predictive value, the ROC curve was used to analyze the sensitivity and specificity. e area under the curve (AUC) was 0.765 (95%CI � 0.593-0.936; p � 0.014). ese findings suggested that increased expression of FZD8 may be responsible for high sensitivity to XFZYC and predicting the response in QS&BS patients.
Discussion
In the present study, expression profiles of mRNA, miRNA, lncRNA, and circRNA were obtained by next-generation sequencing and compared in before-treatment and aftertreatment of participants selected in the randomized clinical trials and also compared in response and nonresponse participants within the nested case-control design, and then sensitive biomarker for predicting the effectiveness of XFZYC was analyzed based on the functional prediction and merged interactions of the identified DE RNAs. Patients with higher expression level of FZD8 with 75% stratification have significantly higher reduction in questionnaire score, indicating a better response.
XFZYC is a common Chinese patent medicine approved by CFDA for treating QS &BS pattern. However, there were both response and nonresponse participants in the treatment group in our previous randomized clinical trial, which indicated that the diagnosis criteria for QS&BS pattern in the clinical trial should be further narrowed, that is, the indications of the population for XFZYC should be clarified and specified so that the population with response could be targeted in the clinical trial and in the clinical practice. Adding the objective sensitive biomarker of FZD8 with 75% stratification to the diagnosis criteria composed of only symptoms and signs we currently used might specifically narrow the scope of targeted population and then improve the effectiveness of XFZYC.
e function annotation of the DE RNAs indicated that the sensitive biomarker FZD8 is a member of the frizzled gene family and a sort of receptor for Wnt proteins, and the component of the Wnt-Fzd-LRP5-LRP6 complex could trigger beta-catenin signaling through inducing aggregation of receptor-ligand complexes into ribosome-sized signalosomes [27] . is signaling pathway could lead to the activation of disheveled proteins, inhibition of GSK-3 kinase, nuclear accumulation of beta-catenin, and activation of Wnt target genes. Moreover, FZD8 also gets involved in PKC and calcium fluxes pathway. Both these two pathways seem to involve interactions with G-proteins and to participate in the process of transduction and intercellular transmission during tissue morphogenesis and pathology of inflammation [28] . Bioinformatics analysis of the RNA sequencing results of the present study indicated that DE RNAs were most significantly enriched in pathways including Wnt signaling pathway, glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism, glycine, serine and threonine metabolism, and homologous recombination. ese results imply that the pharmacological functions of XFZYC is associated with both pathogenesis of QS&BS associated diseases such as coronary heart disease, digestive diseases, osteoporosis, and type 2 diabetes [29] and vital metabolism process [30] . In the lncRNA-miRNAmRNA and circRNA-miRNA-mRNA networks, the core regulator hsa-miR-137 is closely associated with the nerve system [31] , and hsa-miR-451a performs the function in the process of myocardial lesions [32] .
To the best of our knowledge, the present study was the first to explore the sensitive biomarker for effectiveness of XFZYC and it was attempted to interpret the phenomenon of existing of both response and nonresponse patients, from the perspective of RNAs, which was determined by nextgeneration sequencing and real-time PCR within the design of nested case control. It is worth mentioning that this sensitive biomarker could be used in future clinical trial in terms of inclusion criteria and that the design of nested casecontrol in this study might be implemented to discover biomarker of a sort of Chinese herbal formulae in further studies. However, one of the limitations of the present study is the lack of validation of the sensitive biomarker in prospective cohort study to confirm the specificity and sensitivity of this biomarker. Furthermore, the sensitive biomarker associated with the pharmacological mechanism of XFZYC has not been tested in animal or cell study because of lack of animal or cell model of QS&BS pattern.
Conclusion
FZD8 may act as sensitive biomarker for predicting the effectiveness of XFZYC. However, further prospective cohort study was warranted to confirm the exact specificity and sensitivity of this biomarker.
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